Extraction of Roads, Rivers and other map objects is an important step in many military and civilian applications. In this process the information is extracted which possess high efficiency and accuracy and is fed into GIS (Geographical Information System). In this paper, we have explored different algorithms with better efficiency and accuracy. Road extraction can take place for two kinds of roads namely: urban and non-urban roads. Urban roads are more complex to analyze because of their architectural complexity, occlusions created by trees, heavy traffic and extensive network, whereas non-urban roads are easier to analyze because of less structural complexity. The proposed algorithm exploits the properties of road segments to develop customized operators to accurately derive the road segments. The customized operators include directional morphological enhancement, directional segmentation and thinning. The proposed algorithm is systematically evaluated on the basis of variety of images and compared with other algorithms (Canny, Sobel, Roberts, and Morphological Segmentation). The results demonstrate that the algorithm proposed is both accurate and efficient. The data and performance measures such as completeness and correctness are calculated together with other parameters which are Peak Signal to Noise ratio, Normalized Cross Correlation, Structural Content and a statistical analysis of the comparison is presented.
Introduction
Road extraction from satellite/aerial images is an area of image processing which is vastly researched to provide accurate and efficient experimental results. The area of road extraction is vast and many algorithms have been developed to provide effective results but none of the algorithm works effectively on all the images. Each and every algorithm has some or the other constraints which are yet to be overcome. The amount of research done in this field shows its importance in military, civilian and other fields which require prior knowledge of roads and lanes. The algorithms can be classified into semi-automatic, automatic and manual [1, 2] . Manual method is easy to implement but requires lot of time while semi-automatic and automatic methods are harder to implement but can give effective and accurate results in less amount of time. While performing road extraction we focus on different structural and spectral features of the roads. The process of road detection generally consists of classification, segmentation and extraction. In order to discern the perfect extraction algorithm it is necessary that the algorithm focuses on different aspects of roads and different structural and spectral specificity's of roads. Roads can be classified base on many different criteria and features. some of which involves the color, texture, geometric features, functional features and photo-metric features. On he basis of development roads can be classified as developed urban, developed sub-urban, developing urban and developing sub-urban. Developed urban can be defined as roads which are built in fully developed areas and hence are harder to detect because of the complexity involved in their structure. Developed sub-urban are the roads which are developed in less populated but fully developed areas. These roads are comparatively less difficult to extract than developed urban roads because of less. [3, 4] The history of road extraction can be linked to the earlier year of 70s. When remote sensing and its applications came into use the need of road extraction was felt, since then researchers started working in the area of image processing [5] . Firstly, road extraction was done manually wherein a person was appointed to highlight and draw roads and its features manually but as the process was very cumbersome the need for automation was felt hence came semi-automatic and automatic techniques. In semi -automatic technique image processing, segmentation, classification, optimization, edge detection, morphological segmentation came into light [6, 7] . After the era of semi-automatic road extraction came the era of automatic road detection techniques which involved learning algorithms and artificial intelligence [8] . In automated road detection neural networks were used to give effective and efficient results with least human interference. These developments in the field of road extraction have increased the efficiency and accuracy of the targeted output but because of its vast application there can still be huge developments and improvements [9] .
Road detection algorithms-Overview

Sobel Edge Detection
Sobel edge detection like other edge detectors operators are used to find edges of the given image and is used in computer vision or image processing algorithms [10] . Sobel operator is also a derivative mask and is very similar to Prewitt operators. It can be used to detect edges in two direction vertical and horizontal. In Sobel operators the mask used is different from other operators because its coefficients are not fixed that means we can adjust them as required keeping in mind the derivative operator. The vertical mask of Sobel operator is:
When we use this mask on the vertical edges it works as first order derivative and then calculated the difference in the intensities of the pixels in the direction of the edge. The zero in the centre column indicated that it does not uses the original values of the input image but rather it calculates difference between right pixel and left pixel [11] . The centre values which are 2 and -2 contain more weight and hence increase the intensity of edge detection and enhance the original image. The horizontal mask of Sobel operator is:
This mask works on the horizontal edges of the given image. It also works similar to vertical mask in which it finds intensities between the two pixels of the particular edge in consideration. Here also the centre row is zero so it does not considers the value of the original image but rather it finds the difference between the above and below pixels.
Roberts Edge Detection
Roberts edge detection also works in a similar manner as other edge detector operator in which it finds the edge of the given image. It also makes use of a kernel or mask to perform its operations. It works by computing the image and hence finding its spatial gradient. It then highlights the regions having high spatial gradient hence giving the position of the edges [12] . The input of the operator is a gray scale image and the output is also a grayscale image. There are two masks for Roberts edge detection and they are:
Canny Edge Detection
Canny edge detection is a multi-step process which is used to detect edges in the image given as input. It takes input in the form of gray-scale image and hence detect intensities and discontinuities. These operators can be applied separately on the images to give separate values or can be applied together to give an absolute value [21] . In the multi stage process the first step is to smooth the image and it is done using Gaussian Convolution. Then a 2D operator or mask similar to the Roberts edge detection is applied to the image to highlight the regions of the image having high derivatives. In the gradient magnitude edges give rise to ridges. The algorithm uses this and tracks the tops of the ridges to give thin and accurate edges. It performs this by making all the pixels which are not present at the top of the ridge as zero. We can also use thresholds to get more effective outputs. operations. It works by computing the image and hence finding its spatial gradient. It then highlights the regions having high spatial gradient hence giving the position of the edges [13] . The input of the operator is a gray scale image and the output is also a gray-scale image. There are two masks for Roberts edge detection and they are:
These operators can be applied separately on the images to give separate values or can be applied together to give an absolute value.
Canny edge detection is a multi-step process which is used to detect edges in the image given as input. It takes input in the form of gray-scale image and hence detect intensities and discontinuities. In the multi stage process the first step is to smooth the image and it is done using Gaussian Convolution. Then a 2D operator or mask similar to the Roberts edge detection is applied to the image to highlight the regions of the image having high derivatives. In the gradient magnitude edges give rise to ridges. The algorithm uses this and tracks the tops of the ridges to give thin and accurate edges. It performs this by making all the pixels which are not present at the top of the ridge as zero. We can also use thresholds to get more effective outputs [15] .
K-means Segmentation
Morphological Segmentation can be performed by following these steps: ridge finding, heuristic reasoning, dynamic programming, statistical inference, and map matching. Roads generally appears as ridges when we find the gray value function of the given image. Ridge finding uses edge detectors to give the magnitude of the edges and their directions which is followed by thinning and thresholding which gives us the pixels on the ridges. Heuristic reasoning uses knowledge which are there in the form of pre-set rules defining the characteristics of the roads and giving details about the road segments [16] . Dynamic Programming helps in modelling road pixels with the mathematical equations of their grayscale derivative characteristics of the roads and hence use them to perform optimization. Statistical inference gives details about the linear features and gives details about the road width, direction, background and directional intensity
Design and Analysis of Connected Component Method
Description
The method consists of multi-step approach in which the main focus is on efficiency and accuracy. The steps involved are: Adaptive Global Thresholding, Connected Component Analysis, Morphological Closing, Morphological Opening, Morphological Thinning and Performance measures. The following modules when operated on the given data-set give high accuracy and efficiency. The dataset has been divided into the following 4 categories: Developing Urban, Developing Sub-Urban, Emerging Urban, Emerging Sub-Urban [17] .
Preprocessing
This module helps in noise reductions. We have removed unnecessary noise using Gaussian Filter. The image is blurred horizontally and vertically using a one-dimensional kernel. The same onedimensional kernel is used to blur the image in the remaining directions. By following this step it is increasing the visual effect of the image. This in-turn will help in our geographical interpretations. This step will further help in improving the contrast between the desired output image and the input image [18] . A good function will help us in reducing the brightness of the darker areas on the roads but will not affect any non-targeted areas. The techniques used here is morphological operators which are: Dilation and Erosion.
Adaptive Global Thresholding
In this module the input image is converted into gray-level image and then the regions containing roads are extracted from it by making use of the process named as Histogram Analysis. This step is applied because it helps in removing non-road pixels and segments the regions containing roads from the given images. The process is carried forward by analyzing the histogram of the given image which is then divided into four main sections to obtain our desired threshold values which can be used for segmentation. The histogram of the given image can be analyzed based on the mean values of all the given pixels intensities of the following image. First section gives details about the areas containing dark objects which can be vehicles, shadows, lakes, ponds etc. Second section gives details about the about the region from half of Mean value to the Mean value and classifies dark gray objects such as trees, grasslands etc. Third Section gives details about the bright gray areas such as roads, lanes, parking area etc. Fourth, and the last section is used or identifying bright objects like cement road, bright vehicles etc [19] . The desired pixels are assigns with value as 1 and all the other pixels are given the value as 0. Lastly, we convert the gray image in the binary image so that our road appears as white and all the other regions having non-road pixels appear as black.
Connected Component Analysis
Connected Component analysis for any given pixel can be defined as any set of pixels that is connected to a given pixel is called as connected component of the given image. Pixels which are not separated with the help of boundaries are called connected pixels. Connected component is the maximal region of each pixel. Connected Components help in partitioning the given image into segments. Connected component analysis is generally used for automatic image processing applications such as road extraction, object extraction, lines and lanes detection. Morphological operators can be used to extract connected components. We can apply morphological dilation and intersection operation for the extraction of connected components. The labeling under connected component is performed by moving pixel to pixel which can be from top to bottom or from left to right. This will help us in determining regions of adjacent pixels sharing same intensities. After performing scanning and labeling simultaneously the equivalent labels are searched and then each class is assigned with an unique label. In the last step again a scan is matched replacing each label with the label assigned to its equivalence classes.
Morphological Closing
Morphological function is an important operator in our system of modules. Its similar to its dual operator which is opening because it is derived using operations of erosion and dilation. It is applied to the binary images and can also be applied to some gray-level images. Its similar to dilation because it helps in the enlargement of boundaries of the bright regions which are also known as foreground regions of the images. It also shrinks the darker regions also known as background and hence helps in filling holes. It does not destructs the original boundary of the image very much. Structuring elements are used to perform the same operations in other morphological operators. The operator helps in preserving the background regions that are similar looking like the structural element or which can contain the structural element fully while eliminating all the other regions present in the background pixels. We can say that closing is opening performed in the reverse manner. It can be achieved by performing dilation followed by erosion and by making use of the same structural elements for performing both the operations. The closing operator requires 2 inputs which are: an image which we desire to close and an structuring element that is effective. One of the uses of dilation is to fill small holes which are similar in background color. The example of this type of hole can be pepper noise. One of the issues that we incur is distortion by the dilation operator therefore we perform erosion to reduce this negative effect. We can easily visualize the effects of closing.
Hole Filling
Regions detected after segmentation have holes present in them which are present due to the noises. To overcome this issue we opt for closing the image. The segmented image is in binary image form hence the road pixels are labelled as 1 and non-road pixels are labelled as 0. For filing the small hole we invert the image. After this we search all the areas of the non-road image to compute them using recursive scanning. After deleting the small regions we invert the image. Some regions identified while performing the previous steps still have holes in them and to deal with them a simple algorithm is used which is mentioned above.
Small Region Filtering
Small regions are the areas that do not belong to any part of the road and are distributed all over the image. These regions act as obstruction and hence re not needed because the focus is on road extraction. We can remove these regions by following a simple filtering technique which works on the basis of areas. Regions having area less than a given threshold is eliminated and is not included n any further processing.
Morphological Opening
The basic effect which opening has on the image is similar to erosion. In this we tend to remove the bright foreground pixels from the regions or edges. However, in comparison to erosion dilation is less destructive. We can perform the same exact operations done by morphological operators by using structuring elements. The effect can be stated as elimination of all the other regions whose shape does not matches to our structuring element or the regions which are not able to contain our structuring element. Opening can be performed by erosion followed by dilation and using the same structuring element for both the operations. Therefore, similar to the erosion operator the opening operator requires two inputs one being input image and the other being structuring element. Its the dual of closing that means opening the bright foreground pixels with the structuring element is equivalent to closing the dark background pixels with the same element.
Length based Region Filtering
There are two kinds of unwanted linear structures to remove from the road to improve its representation. In this step linear structure that have lengths less than a given minimum threshold is eliminated. Also, linear structures which are long and isolated are removed and are not processed any further.
Branch Removal
There are many small non-road and linear structures which are attached with the main structure of the road. These can be differentiated from the road because they are connected on one end with the road and their other end is free. The length of the structures is also small in comparison to the length of the roads. Therefore to increase the accuracy of the detected output we remove these structures.
Segment Linking
In this process two segments which have to be merged are identified and then we try and locate all the pixels that have to be mapped into the road pixels. The discontinuities are also identified to help us connect them to the road pixels on the basis of orientation and distances. Once the segment which have to be mapped is identified the pixels are located and mapped into the already existing road pixels.
Morphological Thinning
It is a process which is done usually only on an binary image. As the name suggests the process is done to regularize the output which we have got from the previous step. By regularizing we mean that it clears up the edges of the detected road to make the output seem more in line with the actual road pixels of the original image. Just like other morphological operators thinning is also performed using structuring element that means it also requires 2 inputs one, image and two, structuring element. This helps in eroding the boundary of the foreground structures as effectively as possible.
Experimental Results and Discussions
Performance Parameters
Description
The performance evaluation of the target image with the output image is done using the peak signal to noise ratio, Normalized cross co-relation, structural content, complete-ness, correctness and accuracy. All the given parameters are used to plot graphs and compare the efficiency of 5 different algorithms. The parameters are descried one by one below.
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
Peak signal to noise ratio is also called as PSNR and is used for measuring peak error between the input image and the output image. It is calculated by finding the ratio be-tween maximum possible power of the signal and power of the noise because of which the image gets corrupted. The higher the value of PSNR the effective the algorithm works hence higher value of PSNR indicated that the image which is formed possess higher quality. There are also some exceptions like in edge detect ions where it should be less. The Formula for MSE is:
It can be calculated by using the formula PSNR = 10* log10 (R2 /MSE). Here R indicated the Maximum variation possible in the input image. So R is 255 if the data type is of 8 bit and unsigned integer.
Normalized Cross Correlation
Normalized Cross Correlation can also be termed as NCC. It can be defined as measure of similarity between two images by finding out displacement of one with respect to another. This is also known as a sliding dot product or sliding inner-product. Cross correlation can be defined as comparing the matrix for 2 different images about if they are having same maximum or minimum intensities. Normalized cross correlation on the other hand can compare metrics with different range of values. normalized cross correlation has many applications in the field of computer vision which can include motor tracking, stereo vision etc. Normalized correlation is sensitive towards rotation or change in scale. The formula for NCC is: (3.2) 
Structural Content
Structural Content is used for measuring structural similarity between two images. We can say that its index is a full reference matrix which is defined as the measure of similarity is calculated by using distortion free image. The main purpose of this is to improve the quality of methods such as PSNR and MSE. Techniques like PSNR and MSE calculate absolute error while Structural similarity index is a model based on perception hence it considers image degradation. Structural similarity index outperforms MSE and PSNR in both quality and accuracy. There are various variants of Structural similarity index which are: Multi-Scale, ThreeComponent Structural Dissimilarity and Video Quality metrics. Multi Scale method is a more advanced version of Structural similarity index and hence gives better quality. Three-Component Structural Similarity the other hand is based on human vision and Structural dissimilarity and vedio metrics are its other advanced forms.
Completeness
Completeness is defined as the ratio of total number of true positive pixels with that of summation of all the true positive pixels and false negative pixels. It can also be defined as a ratio of matched reference data to the original data. True positive(TP):indicates the pixels which are correctly detected by the algorithm that is the pixels which are matched with the road pixels and are road pixels in reality in the original image. False negative(FN): indicates the pixels which should be detected as road pixels but are not detected as such. Another term used in place of completeness is the sensitivity of the image. It means that the pixels are detected as road pixels but are not truly road pixels and are detected falsely as one.
Correctness
Correctness can be defined as the ratio of no of true positive pixels to that of the sum of the true positive pixels and false positive pixels. It can also be defined as ratio of correctly extracted road to extracted road to give the percentage of correctness in the detected output. False positive(FP): indicates the pixels which are not actually part of the road but are detected as road. Another term used in place of correctness is specificity. It means that the algorithm detects certain pixel as road pixel but in reality they are false indications because they do not belong to road pixels. True positive(TP):indicates the pixels which are correctly detected by the algorithm that is the pixels which are matched with the road pixels and are road pixels in reality in the original image.
Accuracy
Accuracy of the image is defined by the ratio of sum of true positive and true negative pixels to that of sum of true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative pixels.
True negatives (TN): are described as those pixels which are a part of road but are not detected as road pixels. It means that the pixels which are described as non road pixels and are correctly detected so because in original image also they are non-road pixels are true negative pixels. True positive(TP):indicates the pixels which are correctly detected by the algorithm that is the pixels which are matched with the road pixels and are road pixels in reality in the original image.
Datasets
Description
The data sets displayed below contain information gathered from the statistical analysis part of the project. All the images from our data set are tested on the basis of the following parameters-completeness, correctness, accuracy, peak signal to noise ratio, structural content and normalized cross co-relation. Here, we are presenting the values obtained after applying the algorithms for the above mentioned parameters for each and every image in our data set. This data set has provided us with enough information to analyze the pros and cons of each algorithm and to represent it graphically to decide how efficient and accurate the algorithms are as compared to each other. In the table 5.1 we have given data regarding correctness of each and every image present in our dataset. In this table there For Peak Signal To Noise Ratio(PSNR)same criteria has been followed. A complete table for our dataset which has helped us in analyzing and comparing above mentioned algorithm and providing a valid conclusion has been presented. 
Statistical Analysis
In this section we are representing the data gathered from the images above in terms of completeness, correctness, accuracy, normalized cross correlation ratio, structural con-tent and peak signal to noise ratio graphically.
Specific comparison
In the first section the comparison between the different road detection techniques is described specifically so as to see which technique showed the better performance parameter wise. The plots represented below are directly taken from the output of the statistical analysis test graphical user interface. In this comparison it is difficult to interpret which method is the best among all the other methods overall but it still gives a very fair idea of how the methods compare against each other on specific image level. From the below given figures it is more evident that the methods KMeans and connected component analysis are more neck to neck with each other in all comparisons and in all images. To further clarify so as to which method is dominant over the other or suits our data set more conveniently we can compare the average stats taken from our data and compare the methods easily on a more personal basis as shown in Fig. 7.1 to Fig. 7.6 . In Fig 7. 1-7.6 the xaxis denotes the image number and y axis denotes the numerical value of the data obtained for particular image. 
Conclusion and Future Enhancement
The prime conclusion which can be drawn from the research work is that connected component analysis method is more effective and efficient method of extracting roads from the dataset as the outputs from the images are the closest to the target output. The method implemented outshines the other road detection algorithms namely K-Means, Sobel, Canny and Roberts. The average accuracy of road detection obtained from the connected component analysis method is 81 percent. This proposed method of detecting roads works best with images containing developing suburban and developing urban sectors of the road. In the scope of future enhancement it can be mentioned that the project can be made more effective by optimizing the output of the algorithm by using evolutionary algorithms such as Particle Swarm optimization, Cuckoo method etc. The adaptive global thresholding technique implemented can be made more rigorous and constricted which can help increase the overall accuracy of the output manifold. Finally, the last enhancement which can be made to make the project more usable is by connecting the project with a real time satellite feed which provides high resolution satellite images at the go and can help clarify the output of the algorithm in a more effective and enhanced way.
